Briefing #2: BiFab shows prospects and pitfalls
facing Scotland’s renewables energy new age
Scotland, with the mainland and islands
combined, has over 50% of the coastline of the
UK. In addition with up to 30% more wind
frequency and velocity of the rest of the UK,
Scotland has potentially the biggest resource
of wind, wave and tidal stream energy in
Europe.
And as the generating capacity margins of the UK
continue to shrink, and the economic nightmare of
nuclear now faces the shutdown of ageing reactors
and the likely commercial failure of new stations,
an urgent capacity gap is now opening that could
be filled with an affordable and sustainable mix of
renewable technologies.
In terms of the manufacturing capacity and technical know-how, Scotland is also gifted through the decades of modern
shipbuilding and offshore marine construction, fabrication and sub-sea engineering experience.

So here SCOT.E3 argues the case for bringing all that potential in line with the opportunities: but also in a way that
sees a democratic working class movement- at workplace, trade union and community levels as the key to winning
those goals.

Jobs galore
Like most industrial regions of the UK, Scotland has seen
the near and pointless destruction of industry over the
past 30 years. But despite the wiping out of coal and
steel, a high technology core of engineering, shipbuilding
and electrical industry has survived. Also the North Sea
gas and oil industry has seen Scotland rise in the
Premier league in offshore technologies and onshore
support services.
Yet much shipyard capacity has fallen into a dependency
on morally questionable and short-term and insecure
defence contracts, and with it the myriad skills that in a
saner world could be dedicated to socially and
environmentally worthwhile ends.
Presently on the Clyde, 2,700 workers, once promised an
almost mass-production ‘frigate factory’, are yet to see
an order beyond 3 ships, while on the Firth of Forth at
Rosyth thousands of workers completing the second and
final aircraft carrier now face uncertainty beyond 2018.
Elsewhere, over 17,000 skilled jobs across Scotland are
directly tied up in hi-tech defence, in shipbuilding and in
aerospace jobs with thousands more in the supply
chains.
Scottish Enterprise estimate that over 38,000 direct jobs
in 2017 were dedicated to defence systems contracts
with each job ‘multiplying’ a further 2 jobs in the 	
  

immediate supply chain. And thanks to union leaders
cultivating a partnership approach with the defence
bosses, many workers remain unaware of the improved
job prospects that could be won by diversifying out of
defence and into renewable energy and the downstream
technologies.

Furthermore regarding renewables jobs, the
Scottish government estimated that in 2013 there
were already 11,500 jobs in renewable energy
manufacture and added that on a modest projection
that number could have risen to over 40,000 by
2020. But such a forecast has to be based on a
realistic ‘capacity need’ assessment- that comes
next.

	
  
	
  

	
   The Scottish powerhouse?
At the time of electricity privatisation in 1989 Scotland had

in excess of 45% of its own power requirements. But with
the retirement of all oil and coal-fired capacity plus grid
constraints on the 30-year-old Peterhead gas station, the
capacity margin is shrinking fast. Although in 2017
Scotland exported 20% of its power to England, most of this
was sourced from hydro at times of low Scottish demand
and when the slender England capacity was reduced for
summer servicing outages. Also, what looks like a
comfortable capacity margin, looks less secure when
figures for 2017 reveal a 42.8% high cost contribution from
the ageing Hunterston and Torness AGR nuclear stations
on declining load factors. So despite an increased output of
48.9% from renewables, Scotland’s continuous base-load
power capacity is set to decline rapidly from 2025 onwards.
But there is no reason why the vast renewable energy
resources of Scotland could not be combined with the
regions manufacturing capacity and skills base around an
integrated energy and environmental strategy. A renewable
‘mix’ of wind and inshore tidal in conjunction with
Scotland’s 1.5 Gwe* of hydro power could provide up to 5.5
Gwe of capacity at over 30% availability backed up by
additional 75%> availability base-load in the form of large
wave and tidal stream arrays from the vast resources of the
Pentland Firth and the Western Isles.
Such a programme could be developed to coincide with the
long-overdue retirement of Scotland’s ailing nuclear
stations around 2030, by which time the expanded
construction, manufacturing and design know-how could
see real export potential for a warming world looking for
cool energy solutions.

Last spring the Scottish government launched an energy
strategy consultation and review to which Scot.E3
submitted a compendium of evidence. In it, we argued for
a renewables energy strategy based on an integrated
employment, social and environmental programme. And a
key to this had to be a democratic engagement of
workers in the energy sectors and the communities in
which they live and which they serve.
Another issue we felt to be a key to such a strategy would
be to stand up the corporate bullies like Ineos, who
through expanded hydrocarbon acquisitions, government
grants and loan guarantees- and not to mention unionbusting and routine threats regarding the future of
Grangemouth- now exercises a stranglehold on
Scotland’s hydrocarbon economy. One way or another,
Ineos, with its psycho-capitalist disregard and
possession of the entirety of Scotland’s shale gas
licences has to be dealt with.
BiFab: a hope and a warning
Last December BiFab workers from Burntisland, Methil
and Lewis staged the biggest industrial protest in
Scotland for many years. With site occupations and a
mass protest to Holyrood, they forced the Scottish
government to secure funding for the remaining
contracts. Yet BiFab revealed the nature of employment
in much of Scottish manufacturing. Of a workforce of
1,400, only some 390 workers were in direct employment:
the rest- over 1,000 it seems are on short-term contracts
with agencies.
This will not do. Only through secure and rewarding
employment with a democratic engagement with the
communities they serve, can a new age of energy be built
in Scotland.
So time for the unions to fight for diversification, for the
politicians to listen and for the collective genius of the
workforce to be mobilised. And time for an economic and
social regeneration based on Employment, Energy and the
needs of the Environment.
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Photo: A prototype shipyard size 40 Mwe* renewables wave
power-generating unit.

	
  

Power, politics and public ownership
The experience of 29 years of privatisation and market
dogma in UK energy has been one of under-investment, ripoff fuel bills and ineffectual regulation, as well as a
grotesque nuclear reincarnation in the form of the Hinkley
Point white elephant - which if ever completed is set to
produce the most expensive electricity in the world- ever!
Yet, Scotland with its unique endowment of freely available
wind, tidal and wave energy- plus some of the most
advanced industrial capacity in Europe- can realise a saner,
cleaner, more affordable and sustainable energy future.
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events.	
   	
   But to realise this we have to think beyond the
market and the parasitic business interests- and their
political apologists who feed on it. Time for a publically
owned and run Scottish energy company if ever there was
one.
* Footnote: Mwe = Megawatt, Gwe = Gigawatt

	
  
	
  

